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This invention relates to the art of reen 
forcing cinematograph film and has as an ob 
ject the provision of suitable reenforcing 
strips secured along the edges of the film 

5 and the provision of a method of securing 
said reenforcing strip to the film. 
Other objects of the invention will be ap 

parent to those skilled in the art from the following description. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention 

will now be described, reference being made 
to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a reenforcing 
strip after the first operation has been per 

15 formed; 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal section taken on 

the line 2-2 of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic view of the 

reenforcing strip positioned in apparatus 20 
20 for performing the first operation on it; 

Figure 4 is a plan view of the film strip 
after one series of apertures has been 
punched init; - 

Figure 5 shows apparatus for punching 
25 one series of apertures in the film; 

Figure 6 shows apparatus for punching 
another series of apertures in the film; . 
Figure 7 is a plan view of the film with 

both series of apertures punched in it ready 
80 for assembly with the reenforcing strips. 

Figure 8 shows apparatus for assembling 
the film and reenforcing strip; 
Figure 9 shows apparatus for piercing the 

35 projection formed on the reenforcing strip; 

O 

igure 10 shows the position of apparatus 
after the piercing. operation has been com pleted; 

Figure 11 shows apparatus for turning the 
burrs formed by the piercing operation; 

Figure 12 shows apparatus for clenching 
the burrs; 

Figure 13 shows the completed film and reenforcing strip; 
Figure 14 is an enlarged bottom plan view 

4 of the clenching burrs; . . 
According to the preferred embodiment of 

the present invention, the film and the reen forcing strips are first prepared separately 
and are thereafter assembled and secured to gether. For convenience in description, the 

40 

or even 2% may occur. 

will be app 

method of preparing the reenforcing strips 
will first be described, then the method of 
preparing the film and finally the method of 
assembling and securing the two together. 
As is well understood in the art, cinemato- 55 
Ep film shrinks considerably as it ages. 
or example, in certain films which have 

been measured, it has been found that within 
a period of a year shrinkage as great 1.5% 

This fact gives rise 60 
to a special problem when reenforcing with 
metal reenforcing strips as in the preferred 
embodiment herein, for obviously, since 
metal does not shrink with age there will be . . 
a tendency (assuming equal lengths of metal 65 
strip and film to have been originally secured 
together) for the metal to buckle slightly as 
film shrinkage occurs. 
In order to minimize this tendency insofar 

as possible, it is proposed, according to the 70 
invention hereinto Assemble the strips and 
the film in definite dimensional relationship 
based on the shrinkage factor of the film. 

If for every given unit of length of the 
film at the time of assembly a length of reen 
forcing strip is selected which is shorter than 
the film but longer than the expected length 
of the film after shrinkage has occurred, it 
will be apparent that when secured together 
in this relationship as shrinkage occurs the 80 
unit length of film will gradually approach 
the length of reenforcing strip, and then as 
still more shrinkage occurs, will gradually 
become shorter than the strip. In no case, however, will the discrepancy between the 
two unit lengths be as great as it would be if 
equal lengths of film and strip were assem 
bled without regard to the shrinkage condi 
tion of the film. By proper selection of the 
relationship in which the two are originally 
assembled the discrepancy can be made very 
small during the major portion of the useful 
life of the film. - 
For example, if the film is new and it has 95 

been determined that a given unit will shrink 
1% in two months but only 2% in a year it 

arent that if a unit of strip 1% or 
thereabouts shorter than the film is assem 
bled therewith, the discrepancy in length for 100 



O 

5 

20 

the major portion of the year will be very 
slight. 

or convenience, the distance between the 
center of the sprocket holes or perforations 
may be taken as unit lengths, these holes be 
ing punched in the film at standard distances 
during its manufacture. As the first step then in the preparation 
of the reenforcing strip, referring to Figure 
1 and 3 the said strip may be punched with 
sprocket holes 1 spaced at distances selected 
as previously described with relation to the 
shrinkage condition of the film with which 
it is to be later assembled. This operation 
may be conveniently performed by means of 
the punches 2 which cooperate with die 3 to 
form the perforations of the desired size and 
shape. 
At the same time suitable projections 4 

which are used, as hereinafter explained, for 
securing the strip to the film may be em 
bossed in the strip. These projections are 
preferably arranged in a row, close to the 

25 
edge of the strip and outside the row of 
sprocket holes and their spacing being made 

- with respect to the said holes. Thus, in the 

30 

35 

preferred embodiment illustrated a projec: 
tion is aligned transversely with the center of 
each sprocket hole and a second projection. 
is spaced midway between the sprocket hole 
centers. a 

If desired, an additional set of projections 
may also be embossed in the strip, these pro 
jections being located inside the projections 
4 and intended to secure the inside edge of the strip against displacement. Preferably the 
said projections are also located midway be 
tween sprocket hole centers. 

40 
As illustrated in Figure 3 of the drawings, 

punches 6 for forming the projections 4 and 
5 may be associated with the R 2 in prop 
er relationship to provide the desired spac 
ing. And a spring-biased presser-foot may 
be associated with the said punches in order 

45 

50 
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60 

to hold the work firmly while being punched. 
The projections which are formed in the strip 
are preferably in the form of small rounded 
domes as illustrated in Figures 2 and 9. 
In the preparation of the film, it is desired 

to provide perforations suited to receive the 
projections 4 and 5 of the strip, said perfora 
tions to be located in the same relative posi 
tions with respect to the sprocket holes al 
ready punched as the projections occupy with 
respect to the sprocket holes in the strip, al 
though due to the difference in unit lengths 
the absolute distances between perforations 
will be slightly different from the distances 
between projections. 
For convenience (referring to Figures 4 

and 5) the perforations 8 may be made first, 

65 

after which (referring to Figures 6 and 7) 
the perforations 9 may be made. The per 
forations 8 are preferably located by refer 
ence to opposite edges of each sprocket hole. 

1,900,681 

This may be conveniently accomplished by 
roviding a pilot finger 10 having beyeled 
aces 11 which engage the ed of the 
sprocket holes and thus center the for the S. punching operation. After being centered, " 
the film may be held by the spring-biased 
presser-foot 12 which holds the film until 
punched by the punch 13. Figure 4 shows the 
film strip after the holes 8 have been punched. 
The perforations 9 are also preferably lo 

cated by reference to the edges of the sprocket 
holes, but instead of using opposite edges of 
a single hole as previously described, adjacent. 
edges of adjoining holes are used. 
pilot finger 14 (as seen in Figure 6) having 
inside beveled faces 15 is provided which cen 
ters the film by engaging edges 16, 16 of the 
sprocket holes. After the film is centered it 
may be held by the spring-biased presser-foot 
17 until punched by punches 18. In this man 
ner it will be observed that the perforations 
9 will be accurately located midway between 
the sprocket hole centers. 

After being thus prepared the strip and 
film are ready for assembly. For this pur 
pose, as illustrated in Figure 8, the two strips are fed together in face-to-facerelationshipin 
such a manner that the projections embossed 
in the strip enter the perforations in the film 
successively. As will be understood, although 

from the strip 
sufficiently small to permit the projections to 
center themselves in the perforations when 
engaged successively, thus causing a slight 
buckling of the film between successive per 
forations. - 
After assembly the projections are punc 

tured. (Figures 9 and 10) R.E. points 19 which pierce the metal and bend backburrs 

us, a 80 

O 

the film perforations are spaced differently 
PE the difference is 

00 

105 

20, the assembled film and strip being held 
meanwhile by the presser-foot 21. 

Subsequently, the burrs 20 are bent out 
wardly by plunger 2 having beveled edges 23 
and finally the burrs are flattened and pressed 
into the film by pressure plate 24 which bends 
the outwardly flared burrs around the edges 
of the film perforations, thus firmly secur 
ing the two together. 
What I claim is: 
1. The method of longitudinally reenforc 

ing a cinematographic film strip with a metal 
strip, which comprises, centering the film 
strip on a sprocket hole and punching an ap 
erture in line with the sprocket hole, center 
ing the film strip on adjacent edges of ad joining sprocket holes and punching an ap 
erture between the sprocket holes, punching projections on a reenforcing strip corre 
sponding to the apertures of said Aim strip 
and in the same operation punching sprocket 
holes in said reenforcing strip, assembling 
said strips with said projections in said ap 
ertures, piercing said projections to form 
burrs, and bradding said burrs to secure said 
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strips firmly together, substantially as set 
forth. 

0 

2. A cinematographic film strip compris 
ing, a film strip EP a reenforcing strip se 
cured thereto by a plurality of tubular burrs 
formed of the reenforcing strip bradded 
upon the film strip, said burrs being located 
near but not associated with the sprocket 
holes of the strips. 

3. A cinematographic film strip compris 
ing in combination, a film strip having 
Sprocket holes along one edge and a reen 
forcing strip secured thereto along the edge, 
said reenforcing strip being provided with 
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sprocket holes mating with the sprocket holes 
of the film strip and rivet means securing 
said strips together at a plurality of points 
outside the line of said sprocket holes and 
t ther points within the line of the sprocket 
OS. 

4. The method of securing a reenforcing 
strip to a cinematographic film strip which 
comprises forming apertures on the film 
strip, forming dome-shaped projections on 
said reenforcing strip, positioning said pro 
jections in said apertures, piercing said pro 
jections to form tubular burrs extending 
through said film strip, spreading said burrs 
by a conical die, and bradding said burrs by 
a flat die. 

5. The method of preparing a cinemato 
graphic film strip for the assembly therewith 
of a reenforcing strip, which comprises, po 
sitioning said strip by a tapered member en 
gaging the edges of a single sprocket hole, 
holding the strip by a spring biased presser 
foot, and punching an aperture in the film in 
line with the hole while the strip is held by 
the presser foot. 

6. The method of preparing a cinemato 
graphic film strip for the assembly there 
with of a reenforcing strip, which comprises 
positioning said strip by a tapered member 
engaging the adjacent edges of adjoining 
sprocket holes, holding said strip by a spring 
biased presser-foot and punching apertures 
in said film intermediate said holes while the 
strip is held by the presser foot. 

7. The method of preparing a reenforcing 
strip for a cinematographic film strip, which 
comprises holding said reenforcing strip by 
a spring-biased presser-foot and punching a 
sprocket hole and a plurality of dome 
shaped projections from said strip while so 
held. 

8. The method of reenforcing a film strip 
which comprises, punching rivet holes adja 
cent each sprocket hole, punching corre 
sponding dome shaped projections on a re 
enforcing strip, superimposing said strips 
to place the projections in said holes, pierc 
ing said projections to extrude the tubular 
walls thus formed through said holes, and sub 
sequently turning the ends of said walls on 

3 

the other side of the film strip to secure the 
reenforcing strip thereto. 

9. As an article of manufacture, a flexible 
film strip reenforced by a flexible metal strip 
along its edge, said metal strip being at 
tached to said film strip by minute burrs 
punched out of the metal strip itself extend 
ing through the film strip and rivetted upon 
the opposite side of the film strip said burrs 
being located near but forming no part of the 
sprocket holes of the strips. 

10. The article as set forth in claim 9 which 
is further characterized by the fact that for 
each sprocket hole there is one or more rivets. 

11. The article as set forth in claim 9 which 
is further characterized by the fact that the 
rivets are located between each pair of 
sprocket holes. 

12. The article as set forth in claim 9 which 
is further characterized by the fact that the 
rivets are located between each pair of 
sprocket holes, there being two rivets on the 
same transverse line, one near the outer edge 
of the strips and another near the inner lon 
gitudinal edges of the sprocket holes. 

18. As an article of manufacture, a film 
strip reenforced on its outer edges by a re 
enforcing strip secured thereto by small riv 
ets between each sprocket hole, the rivets be 
ing so narrow longitudinally of the film strip 
as to permit free flexing of the material be 
tween each pair of sprocket holes. 

14. As an article of manufacture, a film 
strip reenforced on its side edges by a reen 
forcing strip which is secured thereto at fre 
quent intervals by rivets, the rivets being 
much smaller than the sprocket holes of the 
strip to permit free flexing of the composite 
strip over a small radius as required in pro 
jection. / 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this specification this 6th day of No. 
vember 1929. - 

ARTHUR. H. ADAMS. 
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